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+ 

Dinosaur Activity and Eleot 
walkthrough strategies 

“Great” get involved PLC 

Loved the dino activity. Very 
informative 

Getting get up and move 

around  

Enjoyed ideas of student 
centered activities I will try 

in class. 

Liked the post-it note 
grouping. 

Getting to work in groups. 

Teacher presentations 

More room 

ELEOT- lesson 

Active—everyone involved 

Kept engaged throughout 
through-out meeting. 

Sandy’s activity was 

awesome. Effective ELEOT 
activity. 

I appreciate relevant 

applications to what we are 
expected to be doing.  

Awesome activity @ end! 

Learning about ELEOT 

document. 

Engagement activity. 

Enjoyed the active learning  

Quiz Quiz Trade 

Good activity (dinosaur) to 
help clarify ELEOT  

Fun staff—lots of laughter  

Engaging activity  Like the 

models to learn from  

Science Activity from Mrs. 
Eldridge promoted rigor in 

creating hypothesis and 
connected to ELEOT.  

Love the chocolate treat! 

And engaging activities.  

Enjoyed engaging activities  

Great ideas, Sandy & 

Tammy! Thank you!!  

Loved Sandy and Tammy’s 
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learning idea.  

Enjoyed walking around  

ELEOT I now understand  

 

 

Deltas Comments 

More detailed data of KDE and FES ELEOT 

breakdown of sub-categories.  

I was only provided one fiscal copy of this 

document and no digital copy from KDE. You are 
more than welcome to come by the office and 
request to see it from me.  

Good Meeting. Was positive and fun I am glad that you felt the meeting was beneficial 

None Fantastic!!! 

N/A, everything was great. Thanks! “” 

It was all good. “” 

None “” 

None “” 

Everything was great!  “” 

None “” 

My problem is I do not have a delta—It was better 

than the rest of my day. 

“” 

Everything was good “” 

None “” 

I wanted answer to dinosaur activity. Me too!!!! I will definitely be checking out the link 

Lesia gave us this weekend.  

No answer to dino active.  “” 

Not much.  The thing I disliked the most is the 
+/delta chart.  

I understand, but it is great formative feedback for 
Angie and I so that we can continue to make our 

school-wide PLC’s as productive as possible.  

Observation? I am unclear on this delta. We did talk about a 
walkthrough to give formative holistic data on the 

school, but we did not talk about observations. If 
you have further questions, feel free to call or 
email me and we can discuss any further 

clarification needed.    

 

 


